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CO-OP 101:
OUR CO-OP
ECOSYSTEM
For Carbondale Spring, Fall 2021
Presented by Esther West, Cooperative Organizer and Researcher
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Agenda
•

Goal: Conduct a participatory ecosystem analysis
based on factors that contribute to new co-op
development.

•

Examples of strong co-op ecosystems

•

Go through factors that contribute towards
cooperative development and understand
opportunities in your own community

•

Map out and look at the fuller existing and possible
cooperative ecosystem.
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STRONG CO-OP ECOSYSTEM
EXAMPLES
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Northeast Co-op
Ecosystem for New Co-ops

Source: West, E.J. and Berner, C. (2021). Collective Action in Rural Communities: Mapping Opportunities for
Cooperative Conversion and Start-up. University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives.
https://uwcc.wisc.edu/research/collective-action-in-rural-communities/
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Northeast: Strong Partnerships
Strong networks and ties
between various parts of
co-op ecosystem promote:

• comprehensive co-op
technical assistance

• learning and education

• connecting with local organizations

• access to capital
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Northeast: Food
Supply Chain
•

New Co-ops 2011 – 2019:
•
•

•

Strong ties between co-op:
•
•
•
•

•

Grocery: 23 total, 11 rural
Agriculture: 22 total, 3 rural
local farmers
Processors
grocery stores
educated customers

Neighboring Food Co-op
Association
connects grocery co-ops
promotes supply chain
development
• consumer education &
marketing
•
•

Source: West, E.J. and Berner, C. (2021). Collective Action in Rural Communities: Mapping Opportunities for Cooperative Conversion and Start-up. University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives.
https://uwcc.wisc.edu/research/collective-action-in-rural-communities/
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ROC USA
•

One of the major contributors to new coop growth in the Northeast was ROC
USA.

•

280+ resident-owned co-op communities
in 18 states.

•

“A resident-owned community (ROC) is a
neighborhood of manufactured homes
that’s owned by a cooperative of
homeowners who live there as opposed
to an outside landlord.” - Home - ROC
USA®
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Nebraska
•

Highly rural.

•

Nebraskan cooperators are
doing a lot with what
resources they have, and
making the most of
a) informal peer networks
(the ability to call up
other groceries and talk
about their experiences
together to learn).
b) utilizing national
resources to grow local
co-ops.

Source: West, E.J. and Berner, C. (2021). Collective Action in Rural Communities: Mapping
Opportunities for Cooperative Conversion and Start-up. University of Wisconsin Center for
Cooperatives. https://uwcc.wisc.edu/research/collective-action-in-rural-communities/
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Nebraska: using resources
thoughtfully
•

Nebraska Cooperative Development Center (NCDC) uses
resources:
Cooperation Works! (national)
Food Cooperative Initiative (FCI) (national)
• The Nebraska Cooperative Development Center (NCDC) is situated
within University of Nebraska-Lincoln Extension (state)
•
•

•
•

•
•

“How do we
build our
capacity… how
do we reach and
do more things
with limited
people?”

access to funding sources
networks of people across the state who may be searching for a cooperative
solution
–Charlotte Narjes, NCDC

Builds relationships with Small Business Development Centers (state)
Works closely with the Nebraska-based non-profit the Center for Rural
Affairs (state)
•

Associate Director

Has funding for small businesses, helps connect with underserved populations.

Connects with “content experts,” like grocery operations experts or other
cooperative development centers. (national)
• Connects with “Buy Fresh, Buy Local Nebraska” to promote local grocery
co-ops (state)
•
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Nebraska: community
engagement builds
co-op
“Sharlette Schwenninger of the Elwood Hometown
Cooperative Market in Elwood, Nebraska, describes
the importance of pulling together a consistent, dedicated steering committee with useful skillsets and expertise. She also notes
the extreme importance of gathering community input and feedback through surveying the community and the target markets
for the long-term viability of the grocery store.
Not only individuals, but also local companies and organizations such as schools and clubs purchased shares. Although they now
face challenges with a new Dollar General opening nearby and see the need for more cooperative accountants and attorneys,
they have seen the positive outcome of their community working together and continue to learn and grow as a market.”
Source: West, E.J. and Berner, C. (2021). Collective Action in Rural Communities: Mapping Opportunities for Cooperative Conversion and Start-up. University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives.
https://uwcc.wisc.edu/research/collective-action-in-rural-communities/
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Wisconsin Worker Co-op Association: MadWorC
•

MadWorC’s had encouraging growth
as an association and how they’ve
branched out a lot the last few years.

•

madisonworkercoops (madworc.org)

•

2009: began

•

2021: incorporated as a co-op itself
under Wisconsin Chapter 185.

•

2019: became a 501(c)(3) non-profit
cooperative

•

2020: hired first-ever staff person
(part-time) (Rek)
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Monthly meetings: started a bars as more of a social hour, but have become more formal
meetings.
Hosted other cooperative organizers, visited other cooperative groups to learn and share
After incorporating as a non-profit, were able to obtain funding from city-level worker co-op
funds via the Madison Cooperative Development Coalition (MCDC).
Hired first staff person – part-time – has made a huge difference in what we can accomplish!

MadWorC
Activities

Host events, host get-together socials

Table at festivals to get the word out
Regional Rendezvous (first in 2020): regional meeting of worker-owners and allies
Member & Federation Partner of the US Federation of Worker Cooperatives
Present to elected officials, other worker-owners at events, etc.
Developing a peer network of worker-owners and a “dollar a week” fund for worker-owners.
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Strong Ecosystem of Home
Care Cooperatives
13
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Home Care Cooperative
Ecosystem

•

Support during covid
• Worker co-op to worker co-op support
for mask creation and distribution
• COVID-19 Resources | Cdfcoop

•

As worker co-ops, can tap into USFWC
resources and network

•

Cooperative Development Foundation
• National Conference
• National network of home care co-op
developers
• Podcasts and webinars
• Templates & resources for newsletter
creation, speaking with policy-makers,
finances, recruitment & retention
• Grants
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FACTORS
Contributing to new
co-op development
Source: West, E.J. and Berner, C. (2021). Collective
Action in Rural Communities: Mapping Opportunities
for Cooperative Conversion and Start-up. University of
Wisconsin
Center
for
Cooperatives.
https://uwcc.wisc.edu/research/collective-action-inrural-communities/
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EXERCISE: MAPPING
OUT YOUR
ECOSYSTEM
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How would you describe your co-op
ecosystem right now?
•

Neighborhood co-op – very strong. Could be a good partner to help learn the ropes.

•

Have everyone here in the room!

•

Having this mix in a group is a form of that – through Sonja – got involved with Carbondale
Spring, food autonomy, farmers. Amy – Clean Network – has another group. Could create
a nice collaborative ecosystem.

•

How the co-op efforts are linked with other social movements – environmental, social
justice, de-fund police to social services, under umbrella of Carbondale Spring.

•

SBDC here is really helpful in terms of starting & counseling small businesses – maybe not
so much co-op, but helpful biz resource

•

Co-op development person in Western IL that work with SBDC here.

•

Hardly any co-ops in the region, so ecosystem opportunity to map out.
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Where do you want it to go? What’s your vision for your
local co-op ecosystem?
•

Co-op development institute in southern IL that can provide the TA to start-ups and convert
traditional businesses. Incorporate non-extractive lending principles within the network locally.

•

Co-op of co-op model.

•

Network: local carbon network – food producers. Utilize the carbon – circular network for local
food production. Waste is produced into something else through a network of co-ops. Biochar,
compost, applications of those. Many business opportunities. Farmers – waste, loggers –
waste. “We have a very rural community – so if we could do that, I think that’d be pretty cool.”

•

Always had pie-in-the-sky dream of local service workers that could fill positions at local
restaurants. Flexibility with hours to work more/less, and restaurants have access to workers.

•

Cooperative land ownership – like elderly example from last week – so many slum lords in the
area. Cooperative home/land ownership to house people would be good. Have seen college
housing for their dorms.

•

Co-op of co-ops… bookkeeping or accounting co-op that many co-ops can utilize their services.

•

Delivery service delivery service – could deliver for many purposes – esp if have many co-ops
that have items people want.

•

Purchasing co-op for local restaurants. Only huge corporations get discounts – so to
order/purchase cooperatively could help get bulk discounts and purchase from local farmers.
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Local factors
•

Co-op Development
Carbondale Springs & Sonja
• Future: Co-op development
institute in southern IL
•

•

Co-op friendly capital

Not so much yet. On the list of Seed
Commons for Spring 2022. Potential
onboarding for clinic conversion.
• Amy - Climate Economy – fiscal agent for
co-ops! IL Stewardship Alliance / Summit
Grant.
• Possible lenders: LEAF Co-op, Shared
Capital Co-op.
•

•

•

Legal Context

Carbondale Spring
Southern IL Cooperative Biz Fund
Climate Economy
Health care consortium out of 5
southern counties with Shawnee
College. Grant – bring in home care
workers. Recruit for students that
go through the RN & CNA
programs to form a worker co-op.
Connected with MadWorC around
their trade schoolwork.

Connectivity: Co-op to Co-op
•

Jan 2020 law –statutes
Worker Co-op Act IL
• Goal: train local attorneys
(Sustainable Economies
Law Center, Co-op
Professionals Guild)
•

Would like to see move toward a
finance structure that would link
the co-ops in a network of mutual
support.
•

Mondragon as example – key to
success.

System where workers could be
moved co-op to co-op. Many small
businesses suffered during the
• Density of Co-ops
pandemic, but some went well…
could have mechanism to shift
• A few co-ops, but lots of
workers from one co-op to the
potential (
other as needed.
• Existing: producer co-op
chain development
with LEAF CSA, electric co- • Supply
between co-ops.
ops, grocery co-op, Credit
• Marketing/education together.
Union.
• Move co-ops to the spotlight.
• Awareness of co-ops.

Co-op Education
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Policy Environment
• Not so much right now.
• Would need to form a
group to work on that.
Many groups that have
worked on clean energy
legislation – has
worked.

Connectivity: Community
Community Kitchen
Much care in Carbondale Spring.
• Housing issues advocacy
• Advocate for workers
• Labor organizing – come together
collectively around education &
democratic governance.
•
•
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Networking Time!
•

How can you in this room work together?

•

What are some ideas you have?

•

What are next steps?
•
•
•

•

Form a policy group. Connect with environmental advocacy for shared learning.
Can add these ideas to Saturday and Monday co-op meetings.
Clean Network could set up a group.

Thoughts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“We have a tremendous amount of potential… if more people were aware of this potential, we could bring this forward pretty quick.”
This group can move things forward.
Cooperative Climate Venture Center (Amy) – makerspace, science, resiliency hub, lodging for students to take courses. Wants to take it
forward. Maybe at the Denton Center, the mall, or another accessible location. Jennifer, others may be interested!
A way to get the word out – educational webinars. Sonja gathering people, too. Connect with local public library – big reach to bring in
people. (connect with Martin Alvarado at the Madison Public Library). Amy and Sonja doing ed in spring!
Ways to get the word out and educate more people in the area about co-ops – helps build other pieces of legal, accounting… ideas of
library workshops is good idea.
Ways of telling and teaching people about co-ops.
Meetings on Mondays – more about grant searches.
Saturday meetings about co-ops.
How much time do people have for these ideas? Day/time?
•
•

Newsletter, calendar, zoom, in-person?
Clean Network could set up a group.
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Next Week
•

Conversion to a co-op process

•

Recruiting members & engaging members
•
•

•

You have your ideas and the basics… how to move to the next point.
When you have a business you have things ready to go – how do you activate it on?

How to engage customers with the co-op?
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